Overabundance of heavy nuclei. is frequently obh:erved in the composition of low energy particles accelerated at the sun (Price et al. 1971; Lanzerotti et al.. 1972; Mogro-Compero and Simpson, 1972; Fleischer and Hart 1973; Hovestadt et al. 1973a; Crawford et al. 1975) .
No satisfactory explanation exists as yet to account:
for these enhancements, and specifically for Fe/O ratios reported to be as high as 0.1 to 0.6 (Crawford et al. 1975) .
In this letter we describe a .1.0 day period of sustained emission of solar particles hav igi a highly unusual composition.
In this "event" iron is more abundant tha-n oxygen and the composition of nuclei heavier than helium is enriched by a factor of about 20.
Our data are obtained using the ULET sensor of the University of Maryland/Max Planck Institute Experiment aboard the IMP 8 earth orbiting satellite. IMP 8 is in a low eccentricity orbit with perigee of ; 23 earth radii and a period of ' 12 days. ULET is a dl,/dx vs E three 2 2 detector telescope with a geometrical factor of 0.53 c:m sr, a 330 vg/cm flow through proportional counter as the "AE" element, DI, a conventional surface barrier Au-Si "E" detector, D2, and a plastic scintillator anticoincidence cup, A (Hovestadt and Vollmer, 1971) . This design allows two parameter pulse height analysis and unique identification of heavy particles with energies far below 1 MeV/nucleon as indicated in Table 1 .
Every three hours the experiment is automatically switched between a low and a high threshold mode of operation where either all chemical elements or only nuclei heavier than helium are counted and analyzed respectively.
The coincidence counting rates of the DID2A detector combination for the low threshold (protons, alpha particles and heavier elements) and the high threshold (nuclei heavier than helimi) modes are plotted in Fig In table 2 we compare the relative abundances of protons, helium, and heavier particles between 0.7 and 4 MeV/nucleon derived for this iron rich event from the high threshold AE vs E matrix to similar ratios for high energy solar flare particles, the solar wind, s,Oar corona and galactic cosmic rays. One can immediately notic4 the large ernhvhacement of nuclei heavier than oxygen for the iron enriched particle event:.
The differential energy spectra of iron and ox -,n derived from the high threshold pulse height data summed from 1974 May 7 to 17 are shown in Fig. 3 . In the energy interval 0.65 to ' \ . This leads us to propose that on May 7 the IMP 8 satellite entered a corotating region filled with energetic particles having a composition superenriched in iron and remained in this region for about 9 to 10 days.
This region is presumably associated with McMath 12906, which also produced the two small solar flare particle events oni May 9-10 and May 14-15 respectively. We note with interest that the first of these events was He 3 rich as Mewaldt and Stone (private communication) pointed out to us and we also observed with our ULET sensor, indicating an additional anomaly in particle composition.
Although other explanations undoubtedly exist, we suggest that the particles observed in the 9-10 day period originated aind were accelerated in regions of the lower solar corona where density enhancements of heavy ions are likely to exist. Chapman (1958) first pointed out and subsequently Jokipii (1965 Jokipii ( , 1966 , Nakada (1969), Geiss (1972) and others (Delache, 1967) have discussed the basic mechanism of ion separation due to velocity difference of various species which are caused by combined effects of a strong temperature gradien.t between the photosphere and the corona and gravitational settling. These authors indeed find large enrichments of heavy ions in the lower corona of the sun.
Finally we note that the magnitude of this particle event was very modest.
The time averaged intensity of iron at 1 MeV/nucleon was only -3 2 2 x 10 /(cm sr sec MeV/nucleon) and much smaller than the average for solar flare events summarized by Crawford et al. (1975) . Perhaps subflare particle events such as this will indicate the extent of the inhomogeneity in the composition of the solar atmosphere and provide new insights on dynamical processes on the sun.
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---- Fan et al. (1968) Figure Captions 
(b)
Iime dependence of the ratio of proton plus alpha to Z > 2 particles.
Note that this ratio is small and remarkably constant from May 7 to 16 despite large intensity variations in the counting rates.
SEV gives the angle between the earthsun and the earth-satellite vectors and shows that between the onset and disappearance of the iron etnrichment the IMP 8 satellite was in interplanetary space. 
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